
Subject computer  

Lesson – 6 

More about wordpad 

1.Tick (√) the correct answer 

a. When we cut the text, it is placed on an invisible reserved place called? 

(i) storyboard   (ii) whiteboard  (iii)clipboard 

Ans-(iii) clipboard  

b. What is the first step to make a given text bold? 

(i) select the text  (ii) press select key (iii) click on bold button  

Ans-(i) select the text  

c. What means changing the appearance of text?  

(i) selecting (ii) formatting (iii) correcting 

Ans-(ii) formatting  

d. What makes the text appear darker? 

(i) underline (ii) bold (iii) italic 

Ans-(ii)  

e. What is the shortcut to paste?  

(i) Ctrl +C (ii) ctrl +V (iii) ctrl +X 

Ans-(ii) ctrl +V 

  2.state whether the following statement are true (T) or false(F). 

              a. The backspace key deletes the letter to the right of the cursor. (F) 

              b. Text can be deleted by selecting it and pressing the delete key. (T)  

              c. You cannot make changes to the already typed text in wordpad .(F) 

              d. The default font in woodland is calibri. (T)  

              e. A list is a series of items written together in a sequence. (T)  

3. Identify the formatting style ( bold,italic or underline)  used in each word.  

               a. INDIAN ( bold, underline)   b. SOLDIER (italic) 

               c. PlAYER  ( underline)             d. RAMLEELA  (bold,italic) 

               e. DOCTOR (underline, italic)  

4. Answer the following questions  

     a. Which of two commands are used to duplicate selected text leaving the original text unchanged? 

Ans-  Copy and paste  

     b. Which key combination is used to select an entire MS Word document? 

Ans- CTRL + A→press shift + right  



      c. What is formatting?  

Ans- formatting means changing the appearance of the document to make it more attractive organized 

and easy to read. 

       d. How do you delete a block of text?  

Ans- step 1- select the portion of text to be deleted  

          Step2- press the DELETE key on the keyboard. 

 

 

 

 


